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effort to reduce the amount of time that
someone has to wait after a job is dropped

off to pick up the printed copies, a new
printing technique has been developed that

allows for remote printing of documents
from the app called “Dropbox”. This new

printing technique allows clients to instantly
download copies to their phone and

immediately follow up their print job with a
phone call or email. Dropbox is a cloud

storage app that allows users to have all
their files and documents easily and securely
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technique allows customers to login with
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their Dropbox username and password.
Users can decide to store their printing files
locally on their computer or utilize the cloud
storage service. After selecting the print file,
customers can then print the document on
their local computer by attaching it to the
print document. Printing documents in the

cloud works by utilizing a service called AWS
(Amazon Web Services) which is an online
cloud service that allows users to easily
upload files to the cloud. The print job is

then sent to a remote printer which can print
the document in a variety of different ways.
Overall the new printing technique has two
main advantages over faxing and sending
through email. The first advantage is that
the customer is able to see a copy of their

document immediately instead of having to
wait a few days for a fax to be received. The

second advantage is that a customer no
longer has to have a working printer and
electricity to send the job to be printed.

There is no need to re-dock the printer after
it has been used and no electricity is
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required to print the documents. At the end
of the day, the new printing technique was
only possible because of the popularity of a
cloud based storage service. Although the
service is not cheap, the fact that a large
number of people use the service does
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